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Arnold MK 1 Compact Cover Lifter
Product Images Product Code: S00-3698

Short Description

Arnold MK 1 CompactCover Lifter
Arnold MK1 is designed to allow a single person to safely remove and replace a variety of manholes,
duct and trench covers with minimal effot.

The device is designed to dismantle into a compact size making it easy to stroe and transport. It can also
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manoueuvered or carried in its storage mode and has reflective livery so it can be seen at night.

The pivoting bearer beam with jacks at each end allows the lid to remain horizontal during the removal
and replacement Extended Bearer Beam with jacks process

It has a safe working load of 125kgs.
Product weight: 20kgs
Folded dimensions: 1000(L x 360(W) x 700 (H)mm
Open dimensions: 1400(L) x 1100(W) x 1240(H)mm

Supplied with box of fully forged keys comprising:
35mm T, 25mm T, for the majority of manhole colver
25mm L key for telecoms covers
Hook key for grates, gullys, vented lids and for attaching the extended bearer beam.

Description

Arnold MK 1 CompactCover Lifter
Arnold MK1 is designed to allow a single person to safely remove and replace a variety of manholes,
duct and trench covers with minimal effot.

The device is designed to dismantle into a compact size making it easy to stroe and transport. It can also
manoueuvered or carried in its storage mode and has reflective livery so it can be seen at night.

The pivoting bearer beam with jacks at each end allows the lid to remain horizontal during the removal
and replacement Extended Bearer Beam with jacks process

It has a safe working load of 125kgs.
Product weight: 20kgs
Folded dimensions: 1000(L x 360(W) x 700 (H)mm
Open dimensions: 1400(L) x 1100(W) x 1240(H)mm

Supplied with box of fully forged keys comprising:
35mm T, 25mm T, for the majority of manhole colver
25mm L key for telecoms covers
Hook key for grates, gullys, vented lids and for attaching the extended bearer beam.
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